
Name Change Ceremony
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Reporting 3.0
Name Change

–
A journey of six years of

progression towards
Thriveable Transformation

#reporting3



21013 - Testing The Waters
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2014 – Developing Structures
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2014 – Developing Structures
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2015: Deciding On A Work Ecosystem
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2015: Deciding On A Work Ecosystem
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2017 & 2018 – Delivering On 5 Blueprints
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The Logic So Far
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A new generation of reporting as
a trigger for change. Starting with
the Rio+20 Conference and its
outcome document ‚ The Future
We Want‘, and understanding the
stagnation and plateauing of
Disclosure to serve the purpose.

The development of a work ecosystem
consisting of Blueprints for Reporting,
Accounting, Data and New Business 
Models, representing a minimal viable
solution to serve as an information
infrastructure. Development of the Trans-
formation Journey Blueprint and Programs.

Late 2012 - 2015 2016-2019



A Change In Focus
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• We let go of the primary focus of ‚reporting‘
• We want to continue a path towards ‚necessary‘ transformation
• We recognise synergistic change needs on nano, micro, meso and macro level
• We see the need for more specific Blueprints within the existing Work Ecosystem
• In parallel, we continue to instigate and implement a Global Thresholds & Allocations Council 



A Contest Was Held Involving Our Community and Steering Board
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• 52 submissions
of new names

• Feasibility Check
• Top-10-list
• Involving Steering

Board
• Top-3-list
• The decision

- 5/8 support top rank
• And now…

the winner is



Welcome…r3.0
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New focus
• on REDESIGN of a new economic system
• for RESILIENCE of social and ecological systems
• and REGENERATION beyond a baseline of social and

ecological sustainability thresholds, to thriveability



Winner Of The Contest:
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Adam Garfunkel, Junxion

‚r3.0 is already how you refer to yourselves – including in your
visual identity so it's on brand. It's modern and open to multiple
interpretations: Does the R stand for 'regenerative/regeneration‘
or 'restorative/restoration' or something else? It allows people
to wonder, it creates space for their own interpretation: In that
sense, it is inclusive and entirely in the spirit of what you stand for.‘

‚Renaming comes with risks of being expensive, losing sales
and recognition and frankly sounding stupid. You guys don‘t
have $100m to spend on changing your name as Anderson
Consulting did when they became Accenture. It's not a change
you can afford to back like that – or get wrong.‘

‚As already mentioned, the visual identity is already there – great!‘



…and a new website: r3-0.org, fully functional end of August 
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http://www.r3-0.org/

